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Abstract
Current charging mechanisms in the Internet are restricted mainly to volume
and time of the day. We propose a mechanism which allows to use additional
information for charging in the edges and core of the network. Links or network
clouds will have weights which are dynamic, e.g. based on congestion level. This
mechanism covers the current Internet protocol, IPv4, and the future one, IPv6,
and in both cases, unicast and multicast. We also provide discussion on how
charging using these weights along links or network clouds from edge to edge
could be implemented.
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1 Introduction
The desire for simple predictable service guarantees to the already existing best
e ort in the Internet has resulted in di erentiated service proposals which add
new service classes. There has not, to date, been a speci cation of a mechanism
for charging within each class nor a clear solution proposed.
In this paper we present mechanisms that can be used for charging within
the context of di erentiated service and indeed within the already existing best
e ort service if desired.
Volume of trac is only one parameter in deciding on charge. An important
additional parameter is distance which is a closer re ection of the actual cost
to the network i.e. factors in the number of links, zones and Internet service
providers (ISPs) a packet travels through. The availability and use of these
resources can not be re ected solely in volume charging and the type of service.
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To obtain distance measurements we need to be able to transfer link information from edge to edge, and maybe end to end. We facilitate this in the
unicast case by changes to the mechanism of the Time to Live eld (TTL); what
we refer to as Weighted TTL. This minor change will not in uence the original
mechanism of the TTL eld. Every packet without charging the header structure contains the distance information. No additional eld or packet (which
must be sent through the network) is necessary. This allows links to carry a
weight of more than one as is standard now. In a multicast scenario we use the
same weighting, but do so without modifying the TTL eld's operation.
We assume that, at least at strategically important points, service class
routers, which we call trustable border routers are installed. These routers split
the network into trustable areas and are responsible for charge management,
resource allocation and handling of the di erentiated service ows - see [1].

1.1 Di erentiated Services

Di erentiated services are the provision of additional services classes to the
already existing best e ort service. They seek to provide priority and guaranteed
services through simple bit di erentiation where admission is done solely at the
edges, reducing complexity within the network. The service allocation policy
then becomes semi-static and domain-wide in contrast to integrated services,
such as Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [2], whose policies can be fully
dynamic and hop-by-hop. The arrangement between host/clients and service
provider or between service providers is envisaged as long-term and requiring
minimum signalling.
The di erent proposals for di erentiated services include Assured Service [3],
Premium Service [1], Di erential Link Sharing [4], Scalable Reservation Protocol [5], Weighted Proportional Fair Sharing TCP [6] and Simple Integrated Media
Access [7].
The determination of a packet's trac class is done using bits from the Type
of Service byte (TOS) in the IPv4 header. Speci cations for future di erentiated
services use of the TOS byte can be found in [8], [9], [10] and [11]. The trac
class byte in IPv6 [12] is the equivalent of the TOS byte in IPv4. This is
currently being rede ned to have a similar function to the IPv4 TOS byte.
There also exists a 20 bit Flow Label in IPv6 for those packets which request
special handling by a IPv6 router.

1.2 Outline

In the rst two sections, we propose Weighted TTL for the IPv4 unicast case
(Section 2) and the use of weights for IPv4 multicast (Section 3). Section 4 shows
the implementation in IPv6. In Section 5, we describe the charging mechanism
i.e. how the charging (weighting) information can be used between charging
points. Finally we illustrate some directions this work opens up before some
brief conclusions in Section 6.
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2 Unicast Proposal
The TTL eld is one byte in the protocol header in the current Internet protocol
(IPv4). In the next generation Internet protocol (IPv6) the byte is called hop
limit. Both the TTL and hop limit byte perform the same task, so we refer to
TTL also when we are describing IPv6.
This proposal only concerns the TTL eld. For the header structure and
more details see [13] for IPv4 and [12] for IPv6.
It exists to discard packets which loop, and would otherwise not be dropped
except for congestion reasons. The TTL eld stores the duration (number of
hops) to keep a packet before discarding. It thus also contains information
about how many di erent routers a packet has traversed. It is initialised by the
sender to some value (typically 32 or 64) and is decremented by one by each
router that the packet goes through [13]. If the TTL value reaches zero it is
discarded. For example a packet which travels through ve routers (hops) with
a TTL start value of 64, will reach the nal destination with a TTL value of 59.

2.1 Studies

We studied the reaching of IP addresses from various di erent parts of the world
in order to ascertain data on the number of hops. The goal was to nd out the
maximum and average number of hops.
First we used IP host location data gathered in [14], which we call data
set I. This data is more than one year old. The information was generated by
tcpdump [13]. Then we obtained more up to date information, which we call
data set II.
For both data sets, we used traceroute [13] from di erent locations throughout Europe and one location in the US, which are listed in Table 1. We did
not use the default value of traceroute (30 hops) but instead set the value to
the maximum permissible of 255. During the measurement we discovered several problems, e.g. loops, unreachable networks or hosts or a number of gateways/ rewalls which were not supporting the Internet Control Message Protocol
(ICMP). As a result, we got valid results from the traceroute for around half
the number of addresses.
Location
National University
of Ireland, Galway
Technical University of
Darmstadt, Germany
University of Kjeller,
Norway
University of California
(Berkeley), USA
Eidgenossische Technische
Hochschule in Zurich,
Switzerland
Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology - Lausanne (EPFL),
Switzerland

Hostname
schmidt.ucg.ie

IP Address
140.203.3.14

sun54.isa.informatik.
th-darmstadt.de
janus.unik.no

130.83.14.8

borel.eecs.berkeley.edu

128.32.239.102

kom23.ethz.ch

129.132.66.2

lrcsun16.ep .ch

128.178.156.78

193.156.96.46

Table 1: Locations in Europe and the USA

We tested data set I's 477 di erent addresses from all locations. Then we
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used data set II of 377 addresses and performed the same test from Berkeley
and Lausanne. The results are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Graphs of Data Set I (left) and II (right)
Location

Accessible
Hosts
Galway
213
Darmstadt 213
Data Kjeller
211
Set I Berkeley
213
Zurich
211
Lausanne 217
Data Berkeley
193
Set II Lausanne 194

Maximum
Hops
24
23
24
29
28
30
28
30

Hop
Average
15.047
14.935
16.825
17.028
15.995
17.023
16.679
17.005

Table 2: Results of the data set I and II
Our results for both data sets I and II produced a hop average of between
15 and 17 - see Table 2. The maximum hop number for a normal packet was
always less than or equal to 30.

2.2 Weighted TTL

We now describe Weighted TTL; our proposal to allow the transfer of weight
information. This information is supplied by decrementing the TTL of each
arriving packet by the designated weight of the previous link.
The resultant overall weight value can then be used in computing the price
for link use, or even for networks between trustable border routers. The weight
values are speci ed by the provider or owner of the link (in agreement with
neighbours), and we allow the decrementation decision to be dynamic, e.g. congestion levels or the time of the day.
In [1], it is argued that for scaling reasons the complex tasks of the new
service classes should be put as near to the edges as possible i.e. the decision
as to how an arriving packet should be marked and deemed within a known
host/client pro le is made by the border router. We preserve this in that the
donkey work of Weighted TTL (pricing calculations, setting default value, etc.)
is placed at the edge at a trustable border router.
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Weight: 1

Border Router

Client

TTL=253

TTL=247

Border Router

Border Router

Weight: 6
(e.g. Trans
Atlantic link)
TTL=246

TTL=255

Weight: 2

Weight: 2

Web Server

TTL=255

TTL=244 Border Router

Border Router

Network access router is initialising
the TTL field to the default value:
TTL=255

Figure 2: Weighted TTL in action: Network links with weights
This rst border router sets the TTL eld of each IP packet for the given
service class to the default value of 255, just after admitting the packet as being
in pro le. This condition is necessary because we assume no trustable hosts in
the access network. This security also ensures that no client/user can alter the
TTL eld to their advantage (or disadvantage!).
The intermediate routers between hosts and border router will have no additional in uence on the costs. All subsequent routers decrement the TTL eld
by a value of one or more, as decreed by the link's weight.
As in original TTL, Weighted TTL requires that a packet must be discarded
upon TTL reaching zero.
As shown in Figure 2, the TTL eld of the arriving packet in the last border
router becomes a function of the number of networks passed and the speci ed
weights. In this example, the weights are chosen according to a link's importance
e.g. the Trans Atlantic link, being a very expensive and congested link is given
a relatively high weight.
We propose a weight range from one to eight, as in Table 3. The standard
fundamental weight between two routers is one as occurs now in the Internet.
A value of two or bigger is for an interconnection of two ISPs or within an ISP
network. The value re ects high maintenance cost, congestion and/or time of
the day. The actual choice of weights is deliberately left open for further study.
In the studies (Section 2.1) we made, we found that the maximum hop count
was no bigger than 30. This means that with an implementation of this weight
system in the current Internet, a packet can go over 30 hops without discarding
given the assumption that each link will be weighted with the maximum of 8 in
our proposal.

2.3 Preservation of Loop Protection

Two types of loop are possible [15]:
 Persistent loops due to problems in some static routing tables.
 Temporary loops due to lack of synchronisation of dynamic routing table
updates.
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Weight
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Comment - Status
Normal link (distance between two routers)
link between network clouds
important/high maintenance costs
.
intermediate stages
.
.
highly congested, with big maintenance costs
Table 3: Weight Range

In both cases decrementations of the TTL eld eventually leads to the discarding of the packet. The time before discarding depends on the initial TTL
value before entering the loop.
An important design goal of Weighted TTL is to preserve the original functionality of the TTL eld. We assume that loops will continue to occur for the
same reasons as they currently do in the Internet. An open question is how
loops will occur in networks with an implementation of di erentiated service
classes, e.g. loops back to the same access network.
Given that Weighted TTL still decrements the TTL eld by at least one,
the only change is in the amount of hops a packet takes before discarding.
With permanent looping, we could not be making the situation any worse.
In the case of temporary loops any e ect would be negligible.
Of course, we will no longer be able to ascertain the number of hops from
TTL inspection of an IP packet but instead we have the information in every
packet about the situation of the network in terms of congestion, maintenance,
etc.

2.4 Weighted TTL Over Non Compliant Links
TTL=31
TTL=29

Weight: 5
and three hops

Trustable Border Router

Trustable Border Router

Weight: 7
and two hops

TTL=27

TTL=34

TTL=32

TTL=34

Figure 3: Example of supporting a Service Class over Non-Service Class Links
Of course, intermediate non-border routers will be placed in ISP networks.
These intermediate routers need not necessarily be Weighted TTL aware. By
building some intelligence into border routers we can build bridges over closed
ISP networks which do not comply with Weighted TTL.
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The border routers must know, or at least have a good estimate of, what
weighting to apply to this area and the number of traditional hops in this area,
for the purposes of computing the correct price as in Figure 3.
The weight over an ISP network with N routers which do not support the
Weighted TTL is the following:
N  W eightmax  W eight  N

Weighted TTL currently assumes that Weightmax will be 8 as in Table 3.
The weight is then dependent on the congestion of the links between the NonService class routers. The ISP can apply speci c \virtual weights"(w) to the
links in their networks and compute the whole value as the sum of these links:
W eight =

N
X
w
i=1

i

The trustable border router will subtract the di erence W eight , N because
the intermediate non-border router already decremented the TTL eld by the
number of hops.

3 Multicast Proposal

3.1 Multicast and Di erentiated Services

How multicasting can be done within the framework of di erentiated services
has not yet been explored.
The various current multicast protocols Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP), Multicast extension for OSPF (open shortest path
rst) [17], and Protocol- Independent Multicast (PIM) share two procedures
in common [18]. The rst datagram of a receiver is broadcast to all multicast
routers. Additionally all leaf routers, which are the multicast routers next to
the receiver, receive requests from nodes which will participate in a multicast
session and these routers ask periodically if there is still someone on the same
physical link connected.
On a shared medium we need only know if one is connected. To keep track
of group membership, the multicast router sends a Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) query which starts random timers in all group members.
When the rst timer expires the responsible group member sends a IGMP report to inform the multicast router that at least one group member is present.
The other group members receive this IGMP report and reset their timers [13].
From the above facts, it can be decided whether or not a host/node is allowed
to receive or send in a given service class and how much it is permitted to
send. When a host sends multicast data and requires a speci c service class
for its multicast session, it must communicate with the rst trustable multicast
border router to decide if the host is in or out of pro le. The exact semantics
have yet to be de ned and they are outside the scope of this proposal. For
illustration purposes, however, consider the following. If the host is allowed to
send multicast trac in the requested service class, then the multicast router
announces the session by broadcasting including the payment direction which is
described later. If not, the router rejects the request and the host must either
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send a new request (i.e. reduce magnitude of the request or change trac class)
or give up.
In order to proceed we make the following service class multicast assumptions.
 At every branching point, there is a trustable multicast router which knows
its number of branches (for de nition please see section 3.2). Normally,
edge routers on shared mediums do not explicitly know how many di erent
branches they have. However, given a scenario where these routers are
also di erentiated service enabled, they will have pro les for each of their
branches. Each branch must explicitly register to obtain their pro le and
a router can ascertain its number of branches from this.
 In a shared medium, the data which is forwarded to a member of the
multicast group is encrypted if the data is payment sensitive. This is a
fundamental requirement that is independent of and complementary to
our proposal.

3.2 Unsuitability of Weighted TTL in Multicast

Weighted TTL is not suited for direct migration to multicast for the following
two reasons:

 TTL Field's Use in Multicast DVMRP already uses the TTL eld to

indicate the scope of a multicast packet. All multicast router interfaces
have con gured TTL thresholds which any multicast packets must exceed
in order to cross this interface. Forwarding of a packet will only happen if
the value of the TTL eld is greater than the TTL threshold assigned to
the interface as shown in Table 4. For example a packet with a TTL eld
less than 16 should not be forwarded to another site in the same region.
It is restricted to the same site. For further details see [18].
TTL
0
1
15
63
127
191
255

Scope
Restricted to the same host
Restricted to the same subnetwork
Restricted to the same site
Restricted to the same region
Restricted to the same Worldwide
Restricted to the same Worldwide; limited bandwidth
Unrestricted in scope

Table 4: TTL scope control values

Thus we can not use the TTL eld for the transfer of costs in multicast.
 Fair Distribution of Cost
Consider a multicast session where each receiver is responsible for paying.
The cost of a given multicast session should be shared fairly amongst its
receivers in relation to its cost to the network i.e. the distance travelled
is shared.
We de ne the number of branches as the number of active receiving nodes
(hosts or routers) for a given multicast session connected to a multicast
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router. This value includes the number of local receivers i.e. the number
of receivers who partake in the session directly from the router.
A fair distribution of distance cost amongst subtrees is given upon application of the recursive formula
Pn=1 weightn
costi,1 + m
costi =
(1)
br
where:
costi
m
weightn
br

Cost at branching point where cost0 = 0
Number of links between the two branching points
Weight of this links
Number of branches at branching point i

Thus, branching and cost information is needed at every multicast router
in order to provide fair distribution of cost, and this information needs to
be passed to the edge.
The TTL value cannot be used to store the fractions of weight as it can
only be an integer. For this we propose a message which will carry this
information down along a multicast tree.
Ways to share the cost of a multicast tree are analysed in [16]. Our scheme
can be considered to be \Local members and next-hops are allocated identical
hops" in their notation which is a one-pass mechanism. We don't require the
total number of receivers downstream from each multicast router to be known;
just its branching information. We share the cost fairly amongst subtrees and
not total receivers. Cost division into areas facilitates collective charging and we
believe it provides better control than direct division of each link's cost amongst
all receivers. Our scheme, if desired, would require minute changes to work with
the \All locals are considered as one next hop" (ENHS) scheme discussed in [16].

3.3 Weights in Multicast

The weight of the link and number of branches must be supplied from each
router to the edge to enable fair cost distribution. We refer to this information
in each router as its (branch, weight) pair.
This data is supplied by a message packet per service class per multicast
session. The message can be the payload of a newly de ned IGMP \cost"
message or embedded in a UDP packet which is send out in the same service
class with a di erent but related multicast address to the multicast data. It is
then forwarded along to each branch.
The rst trustable multicast border router next to the sender within the
multicast tree generates the message periodically. Lost messages are not that
important due to the periodicity. This message also announces the payment
direction i.e. if the sender or receiver should pay. The message is built by
adding this information into the rst eld and then the rst pair (number of
branches, 0). The weight eld is set to zero because the multicast router does
not yet know the weight of the outgoing link.
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Every subsequent router is responsible for adding a (branch, weight) pair to
every arriving message packet for a multicast session within the speci ed service
class before forwarding. Each pair is built as follows.

 Each router increments the weight of the previously inserted pair by the
weight of the previous link.
 If the number of branches from the router is more than one, it adds a new
pair consisting of (number of branches, 0).

This ensures that routers with only one branch doesn't need to add another
pair. For intermediate non-multicast routers which don't support our scheme,
the tagging of weights is done at the next multicast border router.

3.4 Example
Source

Payload of the Branch/Weight
messages, which are generated in
the Trustable Multicast Border
Routers.
R/S

1

Trustable
Multicast
Border Router

0

w1

R/S

1

w1

2

Trustable
Multicast
Border Router

0
w2

R/S

1

w1

2

w2

Receiver / Sender
Payment Field

R/S

1

2 branches

Trustable
Multicast
Border Router

w3

w1

2

w2+w3

3

Trustable
Multicast
Border Router

0
w4

3 branches

Trustable
Multicast
Border Router

Service Class Area

2 branches
Destination

Destination

Figure 4: Branch of a multicast tree
Figure 4 shows part of a multicast tree. Each branch of the multicast is given
a weight. The number of branches are known to the trustable multicast border
routers. In this gure it is also shown the Branch/Weight message without IP
header for clarity. It is periodically generated and goes down from the root
to the leaf. This information is then passed to the charging application in
each router. The last Trustable Multicast Border Router (leaf router) does not
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generate this message but adds the needed weight of the last link (w4) and
the last Branch/Weight pair (2,0) and passes this information to the charging
application.

4 Implementation in IPv6
4.1 Branch/Weight and IPv6

Using IPv6, there are two ways we could implement the Branch/Weight information packet.

 Separate UDP message in IPv6 as in IPv4

The trustable multicast border router next to the sender periodically generates this message and the message is forwarded down the multicast tree.
 Additional Header for IPv6
IPv6 allows additional information to be conveyed from the source to
intermediate systems along the path, by the use of extension headers.
Extension headers follow the basic header as shown in [12] and [19]. Below
we de ne a multicast Branch/Weight header.
We propose an IPv6 header with the following structure (see also Figure 5).

 As de ned, the rst byte is the mark for the next header. The choice of





header number is left open. (There are some headers already de ned [19]).
Then there is one byte for length. The length byte size allows us to add
84 Branch/Weight pairs which is more than acceptable.
The third byte contains the payment information.
Two bytes follow with the number of branches. We assume that two bytes
are enough to store all possible branches in a future multicast network.
The next byte contains the weight of the path.
Then a new Branch/Weight pair, three bytes, is created and the process
repeated.
Octet 1

LSB

Octet 2

Octet 3

Next Header

Header Length

Payment Inf.
Dest. = 0 / Src. = 1

Number of
Branches 1/2

Weight 1

MSB

MSB

Weight 2

Octet 4
MSB

Number of
Branches 1/1

LSB

Number of Branches 2
LSB

Number of Branches 3

Weight 3

.......................

Figure 5: The Branch/Weight IPv6 header
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There are two ways how this header can be used. Either the rst trustable
multicast router as seen by the sender can extend the new header to each multicast datagram or this can be done periodically with a multicast datagram.
In this case, the subsequent multicast routers should update only this speci c
multicast datagram.

4.2 Weighted TTL and IPv6

Since the TTL eld also exists in the header of an IPv6 packet, we can also
use the same mechanism as for IPv4. Another possibility is to use the header
de ned in 4.1. In this case the header is only six bytes long. The passing routers
must modify only the weight eld. The two branch bytes are set to zero for the
MSB and to one for the LSB.

5 Charging Mechanism
As already mentioned, trustable border routers are placed at least at borders of
ISPs. These strategically important points are places where collective charging
with the sum of link weights per service class can be done. The sum of the
link weights is stored in the TTL eld of each IP packets and can be computed
as 255 , T T Lfield. We only wish to provide an outline of how to use weights
for charging. The use of volume or content (e.g. Web pages) combined with
service classes is additional to this proposal. Collective charging signi es that
the charging is done in reverse to the ow direction to the next ISP and independent of speci c ows from or to certain clients/hosts. There is no distance
charging in the access networks because we have only service classes from edge
to edge.
We have two di erent ow directions. A data ow from the sender to the
receiver and an acknowledgement ow in the opposite direction.

5.1 Data Flow and Charging Directions

We assume that there are two di erent cases for client charging in the end points
of the network. The rst one is when we have a receiver who wants to connect
to a provider to \buy" data i.e. the receiver will pay for the entire transaction
(both data and acknowledgement trac) as in Figure 6. Host 1 is the receiver,
host 2 the sender. In this case, host 1 must pay the ISP of network A for
the received data and network B for the acknowledgement ow. The costs are
accumulated and each pays for the part which they receive. Host 1 pays for the
whole costs. Network provider A pays provider C the costs of network C and
B. The provider of network C pays to provider B its cost.
In the second case, we have a sender which sends to a destination and is
willing to pay for it. Host 2 pays the ISP of network A the amount for the sent
data (Cost of ISP network A, B and C) and the ISP of network B the amount
for the received acknowledgements as well as all costs. In the network we have
the same costs transfer as in the case when the receiver pays.
For security reasons as well as to prevent \free riders" we need an authentication mechanism in the case where the receiver wants to \buy" data. This
12

Host 1

Host 2
Cost A

Access
Network
of Host 1

Network
A
Trustable
Border Router

Cost C

Cost B

Network
C

Network
B

Trustable
Border Router

Trustable
Border Router

Trustable
Border Router

Access
Network
of Host2

Data Flow
Cost Flow for Data
Cost A + Cost B + Cost C

Cost B

Cost B + Cost C

Acknowledgement Flow
Cost Flow for Acknowledgements
Cost A + Cost B + Cost C
Cost A

Cost A + Cost C

Figure 6: Receiver pays for transaction
is not necessary when the sender pays because if they haven't the required service/charging pro le, the rst trustable border router will reject the request or
send the data as best e ort only.
Figure 7 illustrates how to handle the case when the receiver pays. Host 2
received a request for assured or guaranteed service from host 1. It then sends
a newly de ned ICMP message which is processed at the edges and not at all
trustable border routers.
Host 1

Access
Network
of Host 1

Host 2

Network
A
Trustable
Border Router

Network
C
Trustable
Border Router

Network
B
Trustable
Border Router

Trustable
Border Router

Access
Network
of Host2

Payment ICMP Request for Trustablity of Host 1 (Destination: Host 1)
Payment ICMP Confirmation of Trustablity of Host 1 (Destination: Host 2)
t

t
Data flow (Destination: Host 1)

Figure 7: Announcement that receiver pays for transaction
The destination address here is the requesting host. The trustable border
router next to the receiver picks up this message and processes it i.e. if the
destination is permitted to receive service class data, it responds to the sender.
The sender and responsible edge border router for this host receive the reply.
If the receiving host is not able or allowed to receive service class data, the
trustable edge border router does not send any reply. If the reply gets lost,
there is also no service class data transfer.
We propose an ICMP message for this basic signalling and authentication.
This allows ease of implementation within routers and they do not have to ex13

amine all regular IP packets. We wish to leave open the actual design of this
message because this message will be used by a higher layer charging application
and we do not yet know the requirements this charging application will have.
However, the message, in addition to carrying the information for announcement, can for example include the amount of data which is to be transferred.

5.2 Multicast Transmission Computation of Costs

Recall that a fair distribution of the costs between branching points was given
by Formula 1 in Section 3.2.

Multicast Session Where Receiver Pays

The computation of the cost using the formula is done by the last trustable
multicast border router to which the receiver is connected.
For example, the cost in example 3.4 is
w21 +w2+w3

costReceiver =

3

Multicast Session Where Sender Pays

2

+ w4

When the sender pays for the transmission, the nal eld for the number of
branches is not needed because there is no distinction amongst service classes
on the last hop (i.e. the last hop is \free").
The cost to the sender is the sum of all branches.
cost =

where:
costbr
m

m
X
cost

br

br=1

Cost of the multicast branch
Number of all multicast branches

For the same example 3.4, the cost for the shown branch is
costbr(anch) =

w1 + w2 + w3
2

3

+ w4

5.3 Fairness in Cost Allocation and Money Flows

We assume that packets which are dropped in the network (congestion or loops)
are the responsibility of the provider. They are responsible for the costs which
cannot be forwarded to the next domain. This produces an inducement for the
provider to ensure that charged service class trac will not get lost and that
the end-to-end service will be guaranteed.
In the current Internet most trac is not source routed. Packets from the
same ow can take di erent paths. However, they merge at the last border
router and with this so do the costs. Di erent paths do not in uence our weight
charging mechanism.
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For the overall charging mechanism we have to include other parameters
like volume, service class, at rate, etc. Payment can be facilitated by already
existing transfer methods such as Micropayment [20]. Special application will
compute in border routers the costs and can be transferred to those responsible
such as end-users/clients or ISPs.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have shown a mechanism which allows charging based on the path a packet
travels. Charging based solely on volume and a service class is not a true
re ection of a ow's cost to the network.
For unicast our proposal, Weighted TTL, enables this by extending the use
of the Time To Live (TTL) eld while still preserving its original functionality.
For multicast, we propose supplying the same path information as in the
unicast case but to use a separate cost packet to ensure fair distribution of cost
and because multicast protocols use the TTL information di erently. We showed
also that the branching factor is needed in the cost computation. Weights and
branching factor as well as the payment direction are the information contained
in this cost packet. It is possible that the cost packet could also be implemented
by putting the aggregate fraction of cost calculation in the router thus keeping
the size of the packet small and independent of the number of routers traversed.
This has the disadvantage of requiring the router to perform these calculations.
We are investigating the feasibility and advantages of this as part of our ongoing
work.
In Internet studies, we have shown that in the currently used Internet protocol (IPv4) the mechanism can easy be implemented by making small changes in
border routers. The structure of the IP packet is not modi ed. This is also possible in the future Internet protocol (IPv6). We can exploit the newly de ned
protocol new subheaders in IPv6, to choose a di erent way for transferring the
information in unicast and multicast.
We described the concept of collective charging in the core network where
each individual ow is not charged by the ISP. ISP will charge the trac in
bilateral exchanges with their neighbours. The use of weights then allows a
degree of dynamic charging in the network.
The distance information supplied by Weighted TTL has the potential for
other uses besides charging. The new TTL value at a given point is a measure
of how much resources or expensive the packet has been. One could imagine
a scheme where packet dropping in the event of congestion would be done on
cheaper packets rst since an expensive packet has used more of the global
network resources.
With a facility to gather distance information, we may then consider controlling factors such as user behaviour. How we could then implement such control
is left for future study.
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